shown.
128
In order to mitigate this drawback, we will use the auroral power to track periodic lar projection is performed, skewing the calculated powers to some degree.
135
After correcting for dayglow as described above, we section each image into 36 LT Pulses are identified by finding all local maxima in the smoothed result with a promi-160 nence larger than 3 GW, an empirically determined limit. This value may seem rather 161 small, but it is to note that the boxcar averaging significantly decreases the original peak is determined by the closest datapoint in P pulses . We also try to find the approximate
166
-5-manuscript submitted to JGR: Space Physics Figure 3d , the maximum in LT corresponding to 172 each pulse is highlighted with a black-and-white circle. If the maximum in this array cor-
173
responding to a pulse in UV power does not exceed 5 times the median absolute devi-174 ation of the array, the location determined in this step is deemed unreliable and discarded.
175
Figures similar to Fig. 3 taneous contribution of the pulsing features to the total emitted UV power per sequence,
182
P max = max(P pulses /P tot ), ranges between 10.8 − 71.1%, reaching up to 50% or more 183 of the total auroral power emitted in several sequences. In many observations, the flashes 184 hence seem to be more powerful than the remaining auroral emissions combined. We note 
194
We determine the periodicity of these features by combining the P pulses time se- 
202
As can be seen in Table 1 and 
Statistical Properties of Auroral Flashes

209
In the context of this study we could identify 214 auroral intensifications, 149 of 210 which were prominent enough to be located in LT. We note that the determined LT po- pulses however is largely unchanged through all LTs (Fig. 5d) .
223
The occurrence rates and mean powers of northern hemispheric auroral flashes in its first and second detection, after which is stays at the same colatitude (see Figure 8n ).
291
The second injection (blue) exhibits a somewhat clear equatorward motion. We note how- ( Fig. 6f) is less constant than would be expected for wave-like structures. The "inter-
312
pulse period" between these features changes from significantly less than 1 h at around 
Summary
361
We have used 36 sequences of altogether more than 2100 UVIS images with short 362 exposure times < 20 min to investigate quasiperiodic changes in UV auroral emission 363 power. Continuous pulsing at periodicities ∼ 1 h could be observed in all sequences, sug-364 gesting a continuous process largely independent of the upstream solar wind conditions.
365
The power of the auroral flashes was shown to be highly variable; several sequences in-
366
clude pulses accounting for more than 25% of the instantaneous UV auroral emission power, 
